## School Supply List 2019 - 2020

**Pre-K 3 & 4**

- 4 packs of My first pencils (kindergarten)
- 1 pack of manila paper (12” x 18”)
- 1 pack of construction paper, assorted colors (9”x 12” or 12” x 18”)
- 1 box of crayons Large (8 count)
- 1 box of crayons (24 count)
- 1 container of white glue
- 2 packs of glue sticks
- 1 pack of copy paper (white paper)
- 3 boxes of baby wipes
- 2 bottles of hand sanitizer
- 4 plastic folders (2 blue and 2 yellow)
- 1 box of Expo markers
- 1 box of Ziploc bags (gallon)
- 2 kinder/1st grade notebooks (spiral)
- 1 pencil box
- 1 pair of blunt tip safety scissors
- 3 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 kinder mat
- 2 Clorox Wipes
- 1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

**Kindergarten**

- 1 pencil box
- 1 pack of manila paper (12” x 18”)
- 1 pack of construction paper, assorted colors (9”x 12” or 12” x 18”)
- 2 box of crayons (24 count)
- 2 containers of white glue sticks
- 2 pair of blunt tip safety scissors
- 2 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 pack of copy paper (white paper)
- 1 box of baby wipes
- 1 hand sanitizer
- 2 boxes of My first Ticonderoga beginner pencils
- 1 pack of pink erasers (4 count)
- 1 box of Ziploc bags (sandwich)
- 4 folders with pockets (2 blue and 2 yellow)
- 4 composition books Grade 1 Beginning Manuscript
- 1 Clorox Wipes
- 1 box of Expo markers
- 1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

**Grade 1**

- 1 pair of scissors- blunt tip
- 4 box of crayons (24 count)
- 4 pack of glue sticks (4 count)
- 8 spiral notebooks (wide rule)
  - (2 Blue, 2 green, 2 yellow, 2 black)
- 4 plastic pocket folders
- 2 pack of pink erasers (4 count)
- 1 pencil box
- 2 bottle of hand sanitizer
- 3 boxes of Kleenex tissues
- 2 boxes of Ziploc bags (1 gallon, 1 sandwich)
- 4 boxes of #2 pencils (Ticonderoga brand)
  - (12 count boxes)
- 1 pack of red pens (12 count)
- 1 Clorox wipes
- 2 pack of copy paper (white paper)
- 2 pack of Expo markers
- 3 packs of index cards
- 1 Water bottle everyday with name on it
- 1 pack of Wid Ruled notebook paper
- 1 pack of construction paper
- 1 pack of manila paper
- 1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

**Grade 2**

- 1 pencil box
- 2 boxes of #2 pencils (20 count)
- 2 boxes of crayons (24 count)
- 2 boxes of washable markers (16 count)
- 8 composition notebooks (wide ruled)
- 1 pair of scissors (small semi pointed)
- 3 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 Clorox Wipes
- 1 bottles of hand sanitizer (12 oz.)
- 5 folders with pockets
  - (red, yellow, orange, blue, green)
- 3 pack of copy paper
- 2 pack of pink erasers (4 count)
- 1 pack of manila paper (9"x12")
- 6 packs of index cards
- 1 box of Ziploc bags (QUART)
- 1 pack of red pens
- 1 pack of glue sticks (6-8 count)
- 1 inch/centimeter ruler
- 1 binder- 1 in
- 1 pack of dividers
- 1 pack of notebook paper (Wide Ruled)
- 1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

***Please label all student supplies.***
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### Grade 3
1. packs of erasers
2. boxes of # 2 pencils
3. 2-pocket prong plastic folders
4. pack of red checking pencils
5. composition notebooks
6. pair of scissors (small semi pointed)
7. box of crayons (24 count)
8. bottle of glue (7.6 oz.)
9. pack of markers
10. packs of 2 count highlighters
11. Notebook (5 subject- wide rule)
12. box of Ziploc bags (quart size)
13. pencil box
14. Clorox Wipes
15. packs of index cards
16. ream of copy paper (white) - 500 ct.
17. boxes of Kleenex tissues
18. bottles of hand sanitizer
19. binder- white (1 in.)
20. backpack (clear or mesh only)

### Grade 4
1. packs of pink erasers
2. packs of blue pens
3. pack of red pens
4. pack of blue pens
5. boxes of Kleenex
6. Clorox Wipes
7. 8oz. containers of hand sanitizer
8. Webster dictionary (English)
9. Tablets (1 red, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 yellow)
10. pocket folders (2 red, 2 blue, 2 yellow, 2 green)
11. boxes of Kleenex
12. boxes of # 2 pencils (24 ct)
13. pack of expo dry erase markers
14. index card box (holds 300 cards)
15. pack of 300 ct. index cards (3"x5")
16. backpack (clear or mesh only)

### Grade 5
1. boxes of # 2 pencils (not mechanical)
2. pack of erasers
3. packs of glue sticks
4. box of colored pencils (8 count)
5. pencil sharpeners with top
6. ruler (cm. / in.)
7. pair of scissors (small semi-pointed)
8. pencil pouch (clear)
9. Spiral 1 subject notebooks
10. folders with pockets/brads (green & orange)
11. dictionary/thesaurus (combined)
12. packs of index cards (3"x5")
13. index card box (holds 200 cards)
14. boxes of Kleenex
15. 8oz. containers of hand sanitizer
16. ream of copy paper (white)
17. packs of red pens only
18. pack of yellow highlighters
19. pack of notebook paper (College Ruled)
20. binder (1.5 in)
21. pack of construction paper
22. pack of dividers
23. backpack (clear or mesh only)

***Please label all student supplies.***
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Grade 6

1 Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary
1 ream of copy paper- 500 sheet white
1 pair scissors, 5” pointed tip,
1 pencil box, plastic
2 boxes of pencils- # 2 lead (24 ct.)
1 pack of erasable pens medium point blue
1 pack of erasable pens medium point black
1 pack of pens medium point red (12ct)
1 pack of map pencils, 12ct.
1 pack of Crayola washable markers classic colors
1 pencil sharpener
1 pack of highlighters, chisel tip, yellow
5 notebook 1 subject, 70ct.
(2 yellow, 1 red, 1 blue, 1 green)
2 packs of index cards, 3” x 5” 100pk. white
1 box of Kleenex
1 bottle of hand sanitizer
1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

Grade 7

1 Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary
1 ream of copy paper- 500 sheet white
1 pack of pens medium point red (12ct)
1 pack of erasable pens medium point blue
1 pack of erasable pens medium point black
4 boxes of pencils- # 2 lead (24 ct.)
6 packs of loose leaf College Ruled paper
1 pack of graph paper
1 box of rings for index cards
1 pack of highlighters, chisel tip, yellow
4 packs of 4X6 index cards
2 bottles of hand sanitizer
1 container of Lysol/Clorox wipes
2 boxes of Kleenex
2 pencil sharpeners
2 pocket folders
2 packs of glue sticks
1 Binder (2 in.)
2 pack of dividers
1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

Grade 8

1 Texas Instrument Graphing Calculator (TI-84 Plus)
*(See teacher for Dictionary Requirement)*
1 Bottle of Hand Sanitizer
1 Pencil Sharpener (with top)
1 Pack of Gluesticks
1 Protractor
1 Pair of Scissors
4 boxes of Kleenex
1 Pack of Yellow Highlighters (4 ct.)
1 pack of map pencils, 12ct.
2 ream of copy paper- 500 sheet white
8 Composition Notebooks (wide ruled)
2 boxes of #2 pencils (Ticonderoga brand)
(24 count boxes)
1 pack of pens medium point red (12ct)
1 Clorox wipes
10 packs of index cards ruled (4"x6")
5 packs of loose leaf paper (wide ruled)
4 packs of loose leaf paper (college ruled)
1 binder (2 in.)
1 pack of dividers
4 folders with brackets (2 black & 2 Blue)
1 pack of graph paper
1 backpack (clear or mesh only)

***Please label all student supplies.***